Psychiatric comorbidities in temporal lobe epilepsy: possible relationships between psychotic disorders and involvement of limbic circuits
Abstract

Objective: Mounting evidence suggests that the limbic system is pathologically involved in cases of psychiatric comorbidities in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) patients. Our objective was to develop a conceptual framework describing how neuropathological and connectivity changes might contribute to the development of psychosis and to the potential neurobiological mechanisms that cause schizophrenia-like psychosis in TLE patients. Methods: In this review, clinical and neuropathological findings, especially brain circuitry of the limbic system, were examined together to enhance our understanding of the association between TLE and psychosis. Finally, the importance of animal models in epilepsy and psychiatric disorders was discussed. Conclusions: TLE and psychiatric symptoms coexist more frequently than chance would predict. Damage and deregulation among critical anatomical regions, such as the hippocampus, amygdala, thalamus, and the temporal, frontal and cingulate cortices, might predispose TLE brains to psychosis. Studies of the effects of kindling and injection of neuroactive substances on behavior and electrophysiological patterns may offer a model of how limbic seizures in humans increase the vulnerability of TLE patients to psychiatric symptoms.
Background

Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is a focal neurological condition, in which seizures are able to spread and compromise a whole set of limbic structures and neighboring cortices. In contrast, various forms of psychosis are not clearly related to any consistent pathological localization. Instead, they have been attributed to neurochemical and ultrastructural dysfunctions in a much wider set of limbic circuits, including the ones directly affected by TLE. However, it is noteworthy that the high prevalence of psychosis in TLE patients indicates a possible shared mechanism between the two etiologies, despite their distinct degree of substrate commitment and localization. While the specific mechanisms generating psychosis in TLE are still poorly understood, neuroanatomical knowledge of limbic network connectivity might help to define potential brain targets for investigation and lead to a better understanding of this pathophysiological issue.

The present article conducts a survey of TLE and psychosis, analyzing historical, clinical and neuropathological observations within the framework of limbic connectivity. Additionally, we reviewed experimental studies with electrical kindling or pharmacological treatment of the hippocampal formation, the amygdaloid complex, and the prefrontal cortex circuits. We focused on the dopaminergic and glutamatergic mechanisms that are potentially involved in both TLE and psychosis.

Early observations and clinical aspects

In 1825, two of Esquirol’s assistants reported that the Ammon’s horn was strikingly abnormal in the brains of some epileptic and a few psychotic patients. Fifty-three years later, Paul Broca would describe the great limbic lobe as “the seat of those lower faculties which predominate in the beast.” This ample region regained attention more than thirty years later, especially with the study of Papez stating that, “the hypothalamus, the anterior thalamic nuclei, the gyrus cinguli, the hippocampus and their interconnections constitute a harmonious mechanism which may elaborate the functions of central emotion, as well as participate in emotional expression”. The amygdala was not included in Papez’s original theory of emotion, but after Klüver and Bucy’s findings, MacLean made the amygdala one of the epicenters of a more extensive system, later called the limbic system. Beyond the limbic lobe structures cited above, the existence of anatomical connections among the frontal lobes, the hypothalamus and temporal lobes, as well as the effects of experimental lesions, suggested that the frontal lobes influence the basic instinctive and emotional drives. In addition to emotional disturbances, another important feature of several types of epilepsy is the presence of periods of short, intermittent lack of the awareness of the environment and of the self, indicating that the brainstem and most of the thalamus are also affected.

A distinct syndrome of behavior abnormalities occurs in many patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. This constellation of interictal personality changes includes hypersexuality, hyperreligiosity/deeply held convictions, viscosity (a striking preoccupation with detail, especially concerned with moral and ethical issues), and, occasionally, hypergraphia or the urge to express in forms other than writing. Frequent symptoms of TLE patients also include psychic or experiential phenomena: intellectual aurae or dreamy states, complex visual or auditory hallucinations or illusions, memory “flashbacks”, déjà vu, jamais vu, and emotions, most commonly fear. It is important to stress that these patients, who characteristically exhibit a preserved or even deepened affect, do not fall into any established nosologic category and often do not appear schizophrenic. Indeed, as described by Gloor et al., “the patients are never in doubt that these phenomena occur incongruously, that is, out of context, as if they were superimposed upon the ongoing stream of consciousness (...)”. This insight clearly distinguishes these phenomena from psychotic hallucinations and illusions.
In 1957, Desmond Pond made the first explicit clinical recognition of schizophrenic-like psychoses of epilepsy, as reviewed by Beard and Slater. Typically, the psychotic state closely resembles schizophrenia, with paranoid ideas which might become systematized, ideas of influence, and auditory hallucinations often of a menacing quality. The points of difference with classic schizophrenia are the common religious coloring of the paranoid ideas, the tendency of the affect to remain warm and appropriate, and the lack of typical deterioration to the hebephrenic state. Although auditory hallucinations are common, visual hallucinations are relatively rare. Other forms of delusions, including grandiose, referential, religious and Schneiderian symptoms, have also been reported, especially when a history of traumatic brain injury is present.

The nature of the relationship between psychosis and epilepsy is controversial, and existent hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. One hypothesis suggests that there is a basic antagonism between epilepsy and psychosis. Psychosis in TLE is regularly associated with fewer or no psychomotor seizures, and normalization of the EEG and elimination of seizures through anticonvulsant medication - though they relieve epileptic symptomatology - often exacerbate an underlying psychiatric disorder and lead to the emergence of a psychotic state. Indeed, this supposed mutual antagonism was the basis for the development of electroconvulsive therapy, wherein seizure induction is used to treat psychosis, as reviewed by Pollock. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and dopamine also exert antagonistic effects in epilepsy and psychosis. For instance, dopamine antagonists are commonly used as antipsychotic drugs, and the drugs can trigger seizures. On the other hand, dopamine agonists are able to exacerbate or trigger psychotic symptoms, while having anticonvulsant properties. In contrast to this antagonist relationship, epilepsy also predisposes a patient to the development of schizophrenia-like psychosis. This last view is in line with the extensive works of Slater, Beard and Glitcho, and of Kristensen and Sindrup, which recognize epileptic psychoses as truly organic phenomena, caused by structural damage to the limbic parts of the temporal lobe responsible for both the epilepsy and the psychosis.

Psychiatric disorders in epilepsy can be classified into ictal (the psychiatric symptoms are a clinical manifestation of the seizure), perictal (symptoms precede and/or follow the seizure occurrence) and interictal (symptoms occur independently of the seizure occurrence) disorders. In the present review, our focus will be primarily interictal psychosis, which includes schizophrenia-like psychosis of epilepsy, as defined by the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE, Commission on Neuropsychiatric Aspects). Because interictal symptoms are not related to any “seizure collateral effect”, psychiatric manifestations are much like the pure form of the psychopathology. For instance, chronic interictal psychosis of epilepsy is also referred to as schizophrenia-like psychosis of epilepsy, due to its resemblance to schizophrenia’s phenomenological manifestations. Interictal psychosis is usually prodigal in florid symptoms, whereas postictal psychosis exhibits few common schizophreniform psychotic traits such as perceptual delusions or voices. Of note, recurrent postictal psychosis in human TLE is considered to be a risk factor for the development of interictal psychosis, which makes animal models of postictal psychosis suitable for the study of the possible gradual commitment of the limbic circuits. The increased risk of psychiatric symptoms in epilepsy may be related to several risk factors, such as genetic background and illness chronicity, which are liable to facilitate psychopathological manifestations. In the next two sections, the contributions of structural neurologic factors and their possible imbalance among connected neuroanatomical regions will be examined.

**Neuropathological aspects**

Schizophrenic patients often have abnormal electrical activity in the temporal lobes and sometimes in the frontal lobes. Early descriptions suggested that the sites of maximum abnormalities were in the hippocampus, amygdala, septum, uncus, anterior-temporal, and orbito-frontal areas, even in patients with no history of epilepsy. For more than 50 years, studies have suggested that any given brain tumor affecting the limbic system can present as classical schizophrenia. In Malamud’s studies of eighteen patients with temporal lobe tumors, ten had been diagnosed and treated as schizophrenics, three as melancholics, one as a psychotic depressive, one as manic, two as psychoneurotics, and one as anxious. In Taylor’s series of TLE post-mortem brains, 23% of the cases with “alien tissue” (tumors, hamartomas and focal dysplasias) were psychotic, contrasting with only 5% in the mesial temporal sclerosis group. Although some authors agree that psychiatric symptoms presage temporal lobe tumors and that presence of mesial temporal sclerosis is protective against schizophrenia-like psychosis in patients with epilepsy, recent neuropathological evidence suggests that there is a structural basis for psychiatric symptoms in TLE patients with hippocampal sclerosis. In our series of patients with no dual pathology or alien tissue, we did not observe a predominance of female patients or of left-handedness in the psychosis group (as did Taylor) nor a predominance of patients with left or bilateral temporal foci (as did Flor-Henry). Other studies also indicate that the presence of hippocampal sclerosis is not protective against psychosis. In Roberts’s series of 249 TLE patients, the largest epilepsy series analyzed to date for their neuropathological features and schizophrenia-like psychosis, 6.4% had a preoperative diagnosis of TLE and psychosis; 40% of the cases with TLE and psychosis had hippocampal sclerosis with left sided foci and approximately 20% had gangliogliomas. It is noteworthy that gangliogliomas usually have origin in and predilection for the temporal lobe, meaning that, more important than the type of lesion, the location of a lesion within the hippocampal-amygdalar-temporal gyri may represent a true predisposition factor for psychosis.

With a focal brain lesion, hallucinations may arise after compensatory over-activation of nearby sensory pathways. Complex auditory hallucinations are most common in TLE and schizophrenia, and the affected areas mainly comprise the primary auditory pathway (the pons, inferior colliculus, medial geniculate body and temporal lobe). In fact, fMRI studies in schizophrenic patients during auditory hallucinations have revealed activation of areas related not only to the auditory pathway but also to inner speech as follows: transverse temporal gyrus of the dominant hemisphere, posterior superior temporal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus,
frontoparietal operculum, orbitofrontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, sensorimotor cortex, right inferior colliculus, right and left insula, left parahippocampal gyrus, right temporal gyrus, right thalamus, middle frontal and anterior cingulate gyri. The structural lesions most often seen in auditory verbal hallucinations are a reduction in grey matter volume in the superior temporal and middle temporal gyr of the dominant hemisphere, and in the insula, temporal pole, thalamus and right prefrontal cortex. Interestingly, auditory hallucinations have been associated with impaired effective connectivity between the left superior temporal, frontal and anterior cingulate cortex, suggesting that such patients tend to misattribute their own speech to an external source (external speech). In addition to hallucinations, another classic feature exhibited by patients with psychosis is a reduction in the operational index of sensorimotor gating. This index is obtained by measuring the prepulse inhibition (PPI) of the startle response, which refers to the ability of a weak prestimulus to transiently inhibit the response to a closely following strong sensory stimulus. Both schizophrenia patients and their relatives show gating deficits that are significantly heritable, consistent with the endophenotype criteria. In fact, reduced PPI has been observed in subjects with schizotypal personality and in normal subjects with high scores of self-transcendence in Personality Questionnaire scales. TLE patients with psychosis and non-psychotic patients with psychogenic “non-epileptic” seizures also exhibit reductions in PPI. It is important to stress that, although patients with psychogenic seizures may not exhibit epileptiform brain activity, all of them present with hysterical features. Often - in more than 90% of the cases - they also present with psychiatric comorbidities. Definite neuropathological substrates adjunct to PPI impairment in humans are not known, but experimental data suggest that kindling of the amygdala and precommissural lesions of the fornix are effective ways to disrupt PPI in rats.

Neuropathological abnormalities are frequently observed in the brains of schizophrenic patients with psychotic and TLE patients. TLE patients with hippocampal sclerosis exhibit hippocampal neuronal loss, often accompanied by neuronal loss and gliosis in the amygdala and entorhinal cortex. The same set of mesial structures may appear atrophic under magnetic resonance imaging, in addition to being consistently recruited at the onset of electrographical seizure activity. The search for an organic basis in the post-mortem brains of schizophrenic patients has resulted in controversial findings, mostly because methodological approaches are rarely consistent in their selection of patients and controls. Common findings include neuronal loss, shrinkage or disarray in the cortical layers and occasional gliosis; affected areas comprise prefrontal cortical areas, the pons, the nucleus accumbens, the hypothalamus, the substantia innominata (part of the basal forebrain), the cingulate, superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, the amygdala and the hippocampus. The hippocampal formation has been the subject of intensive study. Left hemisphere neuronal loss in Ammon’s horn without gliosis, entorhinal cortex layer II neuronal loss and reduced density of the interneurons have been described in the post-mortem brains of schizophrenic patients, the former being more noticeable in paranoid than in catatonic patients. As reviewed by Roberts and Bruton, although in the early 1900’s, Kraepelin believed schizophrenia had an organic cause and the characteristics of a degenerative process, the majority of contemporary neuropathological studies have not shown signs of progressive features, such as reactive gliosis or correlations between structural abnormalities and the length of illness. Current theories consider prenatal and perinatal effects, as well as environmental factors, to be risk factors for disease manifestation.

Excision of parts of the limbic system or the temporal lobe of schizophrenic patients usually decreases the florid symptoms (i.e. delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech or thinking, and chaotic or confused behavior in their fully developed form), but it leaves the psychosis untouched. Therefore, it is not the complete destruction which gives rise to psychosis, but possibly the irritation process during the development of destruction. On some occasions, psychosis or deep personality changes may arise after temporal lobectomy in TLE patients who were previously psychiatrically normal. Not only the recruitment and/or partial damage of the limbic structures are necessary to generate psychiatric disturbances. As postulated by Racine, the kindling process may gradually develop and spread throughout brain structures distal to the stimulated focus. In patients with epilepsy, there is evidence of a time-dependent spread of epileptic excitability that is independent of tissue pathology. It is generally assumed that a human limbic seizure disorder results in enhancement of affective limbic functions, rather than their flattening. Again, the relatively long interval between TLE onset and the onset of comorbid psychiatric symptoms suggests that damage to key structures is necessary and that it builds up over time. Such gradual commitment of connected systems might be determinant to the sum of neurobiological events that eventually will lower the psychopathological threshold of a normal or prodromal psychiatric state.

**Limbic lobe and major connections**

Through clinical and pathological observation, it is well accepted that TLE is attributable to focal mesial structures of the temporal lobe, especially the amygdaloid complex and the hippocampal formation. The hippocampal formation consists of the hippocampus proper - the dentate gyrus (DG) and Ammon’s horn/Corpus Ammonis (CA) subfields - along with the subicular and rhinal cortices. Despite the focal nature of TLE, it is possible that recurrent limbic seizures gradually compromise remote encephalic areas, which may be due to the axonal connectivity of the mesial temporal lobe. Indeed, according to tract-tracing studies in non-human primates and rodents, the hippocampus, amygdaloid complex, and neighboring cortices are embedded within a broad network of limbic connections, whose dysfunctions are involved in at least some of the psychiatric morbidities that are related to TLE. Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider that efferent axons arising from the mesial temporal lobe may convey paroxysmal activity to the entire limbic circuitry, ultimately promoting ictal and perilectal psychiatric symptoms. In the same vein, it is possible that seizure recurrence is responsible for the chronic pathological commitment of subcortical and neocortical sites targeted by mesial temporal lobe axons, which would explain the increased susceptibility of TLE patients to interictal psychiatric symptoms.
Hippocampal formation connectivity

The hippocampal formation is the largest structure of the mesial temporal lobe. Intrinsic connections between the DG and CA subfields constitute a well-known tri-synaptic circuit, primarily represented by a unidirectional sequence from DG granule cells to CA3 pyramidal cells (mossy fibers) and then from CA3 to CA1 pyramidal cells (Schaffer axonal collaterals).\(^{59}\) Despite evidence for some CA3-DG back-projections,\(^{60}\) the DG acts as the major starting point for the circuit, receiving most of its extrahippocampal afferents from superficial cells of the entorhinal cortex via the perforant path of the angular bundle.\(^{51,62}\) At the other end of the sequence, CA1 pyramidal cells provide the main hippocampal output, which may or may not be relayed through subiculum cells.\(^{61,62}\) Interestingly, part of the CA1 and subiculum axons project back to the entorhinal cortex, specifically to its deep layers, making the entorhinal cortex a critical link in the excitatory loop of the hippocampal formation.\(^{63,64}\) Intrinsically, in the entorhinal cortex an inhibitory system between deep layers receiving CA1/subiculum axons and DG-projecting superficial layers seems to gate the flow of information from, and to, the hippocampus, thereby controlling its excitatory loop.\(^{66,67}\) Finally, in addition to the strong entorhinal-DG unidirectional pathway, there are lighter projections from the entorhinal cortex to all CA subfields and to the subiculum, which means that entorhinal cortex reciprocates the CA1 and subiculum inputs.\(^{65,68}\) The hippocampal formation and its main connections are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 Human hippocampal formation immunostained with the neuronal marker NeuN.

Section from a necropsy subject without history of neurological disorders. The dentate gyrus comprehends the granular layer (GL) and the hilus. CA3-1 are part of Ammon's horn, and together with the dentate gyrus they constitute the hippocampus proper. PROSUB: prosubiculum; SUB: subiculum; PARASUB: parasubiculum; and EC: entorhinal cortex.

Figure 2 Overview of hippocampal formation connectivity with other limbic structures.

Bold arrows depict conspicuous and well-known afferents/efferents of hippocampus proper (DG, CA3-2, CA1), subiculum (Sub), and entorhinal cortex (EC). Light grey arrows and boxes represent part of the amygdaloid complex connectivity. The topography of axonal pathways according to subdivisions of structures was not detailed. NST: nucleus of the solitary tract; PAG: periaqueductal grey; PBN: parabrachial nucleus; SNc: substantia nigra pars compacta; VTA: ventral tegmental area.

In turn, subicular cells that do not project back to the hippocampal formation send axons through the fimbria-fornix bundles, forwarding hippocampal output to several limbic sites, including specific regions of the basal forebrain (e.g., vertical limb of diagonal band), septum, nucleus accumbens, amygdaloid complex (with particularly dense projections to the basolateral division), mammillary bodies of hypothalamus and adjacent nuclei, midline thalamus (especially nucleus reuniens), retrosplenial cortex, and prefrontal cortex.\(^{63,69,71}\) The CA1 subfield, itself, also sends direct projections to the vertical limb of diagonal band, septum, nucleus accumbens, basolateral amygdaloid complex, and prefrontal cortex,\(^{63,70,71,73,74}\) as well as weaker efferents to retrosplenial cortex and sensorial neocortical areas.\(^{74,77}\) Roughly, all these efferents are accompanied by returning afferents, except for from the nucleus accumbens, retrosplenial cortex, and prefrontal cortex, which do not send projections back to the hippocampus proper.\(^{68,76}\) In addition to the preferential hippocampal output by the CA1/subiculum system, CA3 also sends direct efferents to the vertical limb of the diagonal band, septum, and nucleus accumbens, with returning axons from the septum.\(^{70,77,74}\) Additionally, CA3-2 receives projections - presumably unidirectional - from basolateral amygdala,\(^{71}\) and substance P-containing afferents from the supramammillary hypothalamic nucleus.\(^{79}\) In contrast with CA subfields, the DG is a mere receiver of extra-hippocampal afferents, projecting axons solely to CA3.\(^{68,80}\) Beyond the substantial input from the entorhinal cortex, few subcortical sites target the DG (the septum and some parts of the hypothalamus, mainly its supramammillary area, are among these sites).\(^{81,82}\)
In spite of the mammillary nuclei and adjacencies that are reciprocally connected with the subiculum, none of the CA subfields project to the hypothalamus, although CA2 and CA3 do receive hypothalamic projections. Mostly, the non-entorhinal afferents directed to the DG and CA subfields use the fimbria-fornix system as their main route, along with the majority of hippocampal efferents described above. Last but not least, the entire hippocampal formation (Figure 1) receives noradrenergic, serotoninergic, and dopaminergic inputs, respectively from locus coeruleus, raphe nuclei and ventral tegmental area of the brainstem. Particularly in the DG and CA subfields, dopaminergic innervation is much more meager than the others, preferentially targeting the entorhinal cortex.

Because there are unknown efferents from the DG and CA2-3 to the neocortex, it seems that CA1 unidirectional projections to retrosplenial and prefrontal cortices are the strongest communication between the hippocampus proper and neocortical areas outside the hippocampal formation. Unlike the hippocampus proper, the entorhinal cortex is reciprocally connected with a wider neocortical domain, with a preference for higher-order association areas. Therefore, the entorhinal cortex acts as the principal link between the polymodal neocortical inputs and the hippocampus. Although this neuroanatomical and functional distinction exists, subcortical connections of the entorhinal cortex are similar to those of the hippocampus proper, including bidirectional pathways with the septum and basolateral amygdala, as well as unidirectional projections to nucleus accumbens, and unidirectional projections from distributed parts of the hypothalamus and midline thalamus, once again with major participation of nucleus reuniens. Among the neocortical sites reciprocally connected to the entorhinal cortex are the perirhinal, postrhinal, and prefrontal cortices, including a weak communication with the retrosplenial cortex. As part of the hippocampal formation, the entorhinal cortex is also subjected to neuromodulatory influence by the monoaminergic ascending systems, including significant dopaminergic afferents from the ventral tegmental area. In Figure 2, the arrows outside the hippocampal formation represent the extrinsic connections depicted here.

**Amygdaloid complex and its efferents and afferents**

Another important part of the mesial temporal lobe is represented by the amygdaloid complex, a group of functionally and structurally diverse nuclei, with intricate interconnections and widely distributed communication with cortical and subcortical limbic sites. In particular, the basolateral group projects strong efferents to CA3, CA1, the subiculum, entorhinal cortex and perirhinal cortex, receiving back-projections from all sites except CA1, as seen in Figure 3. The same basolateral group is responsible for most of the amygdaloid innervation of the prefrontal cortex (which is also a recipient of CA1/subiculum axons, as previously mentioned), nucleus accumbens (a target of the whole hippocampal formation), and the striatum. Specifically, the prefrontal cortex sends returning projections to the basolateral complex (Figure 3). Considering the emotional roles of the amygdala, as well as the mnemonic/attentional functions of the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex, this basolateral-hippocampal reciprocity, along with its common limbic targets, comprises a wide network that is well positioned to control cognitive aspects of behavior.

In contrast, the centromedial group of amygdaloid nuclei preferentially sends projections to neuromodulator sites, including brainstem ascending monoaminergic centers (noradrenergic locus coeruleus, dopaminergic substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area, and serotoninergic raphe nuclei), and cholinergic regions of the basal forebrain and septum. Moreover, this centromedial division of the amygdala sends efferents to several different autonomic, reproductive, and defensive-related sites, including some brainstem regions (periaqueductal grey, parabrachial nucleus, and nucleus of the solitary tract), and various portions of the hypothalamus. In particular, the medial nucleus of the amygdala sends projections to the nucleus reuniens of midline thalamus. An important conduit of the amygdala fibers that are directed to the brainstem, the basal forebrain, and the diencephalon is the stria terminalis, whose bed nucleus contributes to additional innervation of these sites. Finally, the corticomedial nuclei of the amygdala, which are also referred to as cortical-like nuclei due to their superficial location and layered structure, are the main source of efferents to the olfactory system. In general, all of these efferent connections of the centromedial division are reciprocated (Figure 3).

The amygdaloid complex, as a whole, receives afferents from regions that are not preferentially targeted by amygdala projections, such as higher-order areas of somatosensory, limbic circuits in psychosis and TLE

---

**Figure 3** Overview of amygdaloid complex connectivity with other limbic structures.

Bold arrows depict conspicuous and well-known afferents/effers of basolateral and centromedial groups of amygdaloid nuclei. Light grey arrows and boxes represent part of the hippocampal formation connectivity. The topography of axonal pathways according to subdivisions of structures was not detailed. NST: nucleus of the solitary tract; PAG: periaqueductal grey; PBN: parabrachial nucleus; SNc: substantia nigra pars compacta; VTA: ventral tegmental area.
The relationship between psychosis and epilepsy has been evidenced by animal models. 

Evidence from animal models

There is increasing evidence that psychotic-like symptoms can be observed in the amygdala, along with the paraventricular and reuniens nuclei of the midline thalamus. Overall, these nuclei are interconnected with the prefrontal cortex, forming a behaviorally flexible circuit whose dysfunction contributes to the pathophysiology of psychosis and schizophrenia. 

There are differential patterns of topographical connectivity throughout the long axis of the hippocampal formation, which are not explained here. Because comparative neuroanatomy is not the main purpose of the present review, information on differences between mammalian species was omitted for clarity.

According to Bear, psychopathological states in TLE would derive from intrinsic mechanisms leading to anatomical sensory limbic hyper connectivity. This psychiatric manifestation would be the result of a long epileptogenic process throughout the limbic system, and progressive changes in limbic structures secondary to seizure activity would be the underlying physiopathology. Such changes would explain the fact that some patients have incomplete seizure remission after surgical resection of the mesial temporal lobe. 

The extra-temporal commitment would be due to the spread of seizures by critical subcortical synchronizers, possibly represented by thalamo-hippocampal circuits. Specifically, the midline nuclei of the thalamus are well positioned to act as major synchronizers, because some of them are interconnected with both the hippocampal formation and the amygdaloid complex (Figures 2 and 3). Importantly, the same thalamic nuclei project to the nucleus accumbens and are interconnected with the prefrontal cortex, forming a behaviorally flexible circuit whose dysfunction contributes to the pathophysiology of psychosis and schizophrenia. Therefore, the hippocampal and amygdala connectivity summarized here may be the common context for TLE and psychotic-like symptoms. Although these network dysfunctions are not fully understood, there is increasing evidence from animal models showing how particular pathways of the limbic circuitry may underlie the relationship between psychosis and TLE.

Evidence from animal models

The relationship between psychosis and epilepsy has been investigated experimentally through electrical kindling in specific circuits and through single electrically evoked hippocampal afterdischarge protocols. Dopaminergic sensitization by pharmacological challenge, and acute or chronic treatments with non-competitive antagonists of N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors.

Kindling by electrical stimulation in specific circuits provides evidence for dopaminergic involvement in the putative shared mechanisms between epilepsy and psychosis. For example, kindling in the ventral tegmental area generates progressive fearfulness, hiding and loss of social behavior in cats, enhancing amphetamine- or methamphetamine-induced locomotor activity in rodents. Hippocampal kindling increases the density of dopaminergic receptors, as well as dopamine release in nucleus accumbens. These dopaminergic changes in mesolimbic circuits after ictal episodes seem to depend on the hippocampal activity. Hyperlocomotion, PPI deficits and aberrant increases of fast oscillations elicited by prefrontal or nucleus accumbens kindling are reverted if the hippocampus is previously inactivated. Unlike to hippocampal stimulation, prefrontal cortex stimulation is unable to significantly depolarize nucleus accumbens neurons. Other studies have shown that kindling in the basolateral amygdala down-regulates dopamine transporters in the striatum, while disrupting PPI. Altogether, kindling data reinforce the idea that, in experimental psychosis, the hippocampus becomes unable to regulate the source of convergent information flow to the nucleus accumbens, especially those from the prefrontal cortex, ventral tegmental area and amygdala (Figure 4). Abnormalities in the cortico-frontal-mesolimbic circuits observed in experimental models may be useful to understand how dopaminergic dysfunctions could be related to the high rates of psychosis in TLE patients. Postictal psychosis models based on single electrically evoked hippocampal afterdischarge also induce psychotic-like behaviors, such as hyperlocomotion and stereotyped movements. This postictal locomotor activity is mediated by D2 dopaminergic receptors in the nucleus accumbens and requires ventral pallidum activity, suggesting that the nucleus accumbens-ventral pallidum pathway is critical for the expression of postictal abnormal behaviors. Impairment of sensorimotor gating induced by afterdischarge is related to increased neural activity in the medial septum and increased hippocampal gamma waves induced by local afterdischarges through GABAergic, not cholinergic, septo-hippocampal neurons. Experimental studies on seizure-induced pathological sensitization of the dopaminergic system have also been useful to elucidate the relationship between mesolimbic circuits, psychosis and epilepsy. Seizure activity transiently elevates extracellular dopamine levels at various brain sites, including the hippocampus, striatum, nucleus accumbens and prefrontal cortex (Figure 4). In fact, rats subjected to the pilocarpine model of TLE display significantly higher spontaneous firing rates of ventral tegmental area neurons compared to control rats. This population activity of dopaminergic neurons, defined as the proportion of spontaneously firing neurons, is regulated in intact rats by a ventral subicular-nucleus accumbens-ventral pallidal-ventral tegmental area pathway. However, the underlying mechanisms by which hippocampal hyperactivity influences the dopaminergic neurons in TLE are not well recognized. Neonatal seizures affect both dopaminergic and glutamatergic systems in the prefrontal-striatal circuitry, resulting in enhanced behavioral...
Figure 4. Direct and indirect output in psychosis pathways.

A. Non-pathological circuit. B. Hypothetic pathological circuit in temporal lobe epilepsy. Hippocampal hyperexcitability may disrupt the fine dopaminergic control of limbic and extralimbic circuits via polysynaptic projections. 1. Epileptogenic process and neuropathological changes may drive hippocampal hyperexcitability. 2. Increased excitability seen in TLE patients and animal models might be associated with neurodegeneration in the entorhinal cortex. Robust projections between hippocampus and entorhinal cortex reverberate neuronal hyperactivity. 3. Strong projections between hippocampal formation and amygdala may propagate the excitability to the emotional circuit. 4. Consequently, nucleus accumbens is overactivated by convergent projections. 5. Nucleus accumbens, in turn, strongly inhibits ventral pallidum. 6. Given that the ventral pallidum provides an inhibitory tone to dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area (VTA), limbic hyperactivation will result in increased dopamine neuron activity by disinhibition. 7. The pathological increase of dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex disrupts working memory and behavioral flexibility leading to stereotyped behaviors. Arrows: Black (excitatory projections), gray (inhibitory projections), light gray (dopaminergic projections). The dashed line represents a decrease in the inhibitory tone from the ventral pallidum to VTA. The weight of remaining lines indicates hypothetical efficacy of information flow between areas. Figure based on Sesack and Grace and Lodge and Grace.

sensitization to methamphetamine in adolescence. The increased excitability observed in patients and in TLE models might be associated with a pronounced neurodegeneration in layer III of the medial entorhinal cortex. This pattern of neuronal loss eventually results in hippocampal and parahippocampal hyperexcitability, which have an important role in epileptogenesis and enhanced susceptibility to seizures and epileptiform discharges. Such hyperexcitability could be related to the cognitive deficits and psychiatric comorbidities observed in some cases of TLE because entorhinal-hippocampus projections are crucial to temporal association memory in mice. Their dysfunction is involved in the potentiation of drug-induced locomotor hyperactivity in pilocarpine-treated rats. In fact, recent data on human TLE suggest that decreased neuronal density is found in entorhinal cortex layer III of TLE patients with hippocampal sclerosis and psychosis. Therefore, according to kindling and hippocampal afterdischarge studies, the increased sensitization to psychostimulants observed in TLE models is likely attributable to an increase in tonic dopaminergic transmission, secondary to an augmented activity within the hippocampal and parahippocampal circuits (Figure 4B). Increased hippocampal and parahippocampal drive is also found in patients with schizophrenia.

Despite the available data, putative shared mechanisms between epilepsy and psychosis remain poorly understood. The non-competitive NMDA antagonists ketamine (KET), phencyclidine (PCP), and dizocilpine (MK-801) produce robust psychotic-like behaviors, PPI deficits, memory impairments, and hippocampal synaptic plasticity disruptions probably associated with increased excitability in limbic-thalamic-cortical circuits. Non-competitive NMDA antagonists generate disinhibition of specific circuits by blocking the action of NMDA receptors on GABAergic neurons, resulting in increased firing of GABAergic neurons (mainly parvalbumin-positive chandelier cells) and increased excitability of limbic circuits and the prefrontal cortex. Treatment with non-competitive NMDA antagonists can also decrease parvalbumin expression and produce epileptiform activity in limbic circuits. NMDA antagonists can also damage and kill cortical neurons by increasing cytoplasmic vacuoles in pyramidal neurons of the posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortex of adult rats. In the same vein, KET significantly potentiates kainic acid-elicited gamma power in slices of the mouse prefrontal cortex. Moreover, the dopaminergic system is also involved in the behavioral changes observed in NMDA-antagonist-based models. Impairment of executive tasks in rodents treated with KET is mediated by D2 receptors. In addition, a single dose of PCP promotes an increase of dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex. Jackson et al. demonstrated that a single MK-801 injection increases random firing and decreases burst firing activity in the prefrontal cortex. The reduction in burst activity is associated with a decrease in synaptic efficacy, which in turn could affect the control of behavioral outputs. Similarly, increases in the random firing rates of prefrontal neurons are associated with deficits in PPI and working memory. Suzuki et al. showed that systemic injection with PCP significantly changes neuronal firing rates in the prefrontal cortex of rats. No changes were seen after local frontal cortex microinjection. However, when PCP was microinjected into the ventral
hippocampus, prefrontal neurons showed responses similar to those observed after systemic injection.16 Altogether, a set of evidence indicates the involvement of the dopaminergic system and points to a possible role of hippocampal to prefrontal cortex projections in the expression of aberrant behaviors induced by non-competitive NMDA antagonists in rats. Considering that the main source of direct hippocampal afferents to the cortex (CA1 subfield of the hippocampus) is especially affected in TLE, and that psychotic-like effects produced by the administration of NMDA antagonists require a preserved communication between the hippocampus (CA1) and the prefrontal cortex, we speculate that synaptic plasticity in this pathway may represent a point of vulnerability for the development of psychosis in TLE patients.

Conclusions

The investigation on TLE and psychosis has independently provided important pathophysiological hallmarks. The best-known observations include hippocampal sclerosis in TLE, related to a chronic state of recurrent seizures, and heterogeneous cortico-striato-pallido-thalamic disturbances in psychosis, possibly due to interactions between genetic and environmental influences on the maturation of these circuits. The relatively high prevalence of psychotic-like symptoms in TLE patients suggests shared mechanisms and/or substrates between these two conditions. However, few studies have addressed this issue, despite the interesting reports on electrical kindling, dopaminergic manipulation, and NMDA antagonism reviewed here. Considering mesial temporal lobe connectivity along with the midline thalamus, the prefrontal cortex and the nucleus accumbens, as well as the ascending neuromodulatory influence on these circuits, future studies involving a convergence of approaches would be useful. For instance, investigations into the relationship between behavioral symptoms (e.g., sensorimotor gating), synaptic plasticity (e.g., long-term potentiation/depression in limbic pathways), and pathology in animal models of TLE (e.g., lithium-pilocarpine or electrical kindling in the hippocampus or amygdala) are scant. Nevertheless, such animal studies would be necessary to gain a better understanding of clinical cases. In summary, present clinical, neuropathological and neuropathological data demonstrate the existence of an intricate mesh of both antagonistic and also shared mechanisms between TLE and psychosis. As once mentioned by Slater et al. “like effects commonly have similar causes” 26, and the underlying pathogenesis of psychosis in TLE still needs clarification.
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In the article Psychiatric comorbidities in temporal lobe epilepsy: Possible relationships between psychotic disorders and involvement of limbic circuits, in Figure 4, where it reads "Figure based on Sesack and Grace155 and Lodge and Grace.139", it should read "Figure based on Sesack and Grace162 and Lodge and Grace146".